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Police and Emergency Services 

POLICE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES 

 

Questions from the Hon Mark Buttigieg MLC (on behalf of the Opposition) 

Community Safety Precinct Committee Meetings 

1. Is it common practice for NSW Police Area Commands to invite representatives from cycling or 

walking groups to participate in local Community Safety Precinct Committee Meetings? 

2. If not, why not?  

Cycling Fines and Offences 

3. How many people were fined for each of the following offences in 2019-2020: 

(a) Rider not wear approved bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(b) Ride bicycle on footpath (16 years or older)? 

(c) Ride bicycle in dark without visible front white light? 

(d) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red light? 

(e) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red light? 

(f) Ride bicycle without working warning device? 

(g) Bicycle rider proceed through red traffic light? 

(h) Bicycle rider not ride on far left side of road? 

(i) Ride bicycle without effective brake? 

(j) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red reflector? 

(k) Passenger not wear bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(l) Bicycle rider disobey no entry sign? 

(m) Ride bicycle negligently? 

(n) Not ride bicycle with at least one hand on handle bars? 

(o) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red arrow? 

(p) Ride bicycle recklessly? 

(q) Bicycle rider not stop before lights at red light? 

(r) Ride bicycle furiously? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(s) Bicycle rider disobey one-way sign? 

(t) Bicycle rider cross road on marked foot crossing? 

(u) Bicycle rider move into path of driver/pedestrian? 

(v) Use wheeled toy on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(w) Bicycle rider cross road on children's/pedestrian crossing? 

(x) Bicycle rider not stop before stop sign at red light? 

(y) Use wheeled device on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(z) Not stop before red bicycle crossing light? 

(aa) Use wheeled recreational device on road at night? 

(bb) Disobey no bicycles sign/road marking? 

(cc) Use wheeled recreational device/toy hold onto moving vehicle? 

(dd) Not keep left of dividing line-not motor vehicle? 

(ee) Not keep to far left when using wheeled device/toy? 

(ff) Not stop at stop line at red light (not toll booth)-not motor vehicle? 

(gg) Bicycle rider disobey no right turn sign? 

(hh) Proceed through red traffic light (not motor vehicle)? 

(ii) Bicycle rider not keep left of centre two-way road? 

(jj) Bicycle rider ride contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow? 

(kk) Drive contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow-not motor vehicle? 

(ll) Proceed before allowed (red bicycle crossing light showing)? 

(mm) Unlawfully leave bicycle chained etc to railway fence etc? 

(nn) Disobey no entry sign-not motor vehicle? 

(oo) Bicycle rider disobey no left turn sign? 

(pp) Disobey no right turn sign-not motor vehicle? 

(qq) Ride bicycle on pedestrian part of separated footpath? 

(rr) Use wheeled recreational device/toy within 2m of vehicle? 

(ss) Bicycle rider not give way to pedestrian on crossing? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(tt) Not stop before lights at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(uu) Ride bicycle not seated as prescribed? 

(vv) Bicycle rider not turn left from far left side of road? 

(ww) Drive across dividing lines to do U-turn - not motor vehicle? 

(xx) Use propelled wheeled recreational device on road? 

(yy) Drive on/over continuous line near painted island-not motor vehicle? 

(zz) Bicycle rider turn left contrary to turn line? 

(aaa) Cyclist pass/overtake left of left turning vehicle? 

(bbb) Passenger on bicycle not sit on passenger seat? 

(ccc) Bicycle rider not keep left of oncoming vehicle? 

(ddd) Carry more persons on bicycle than permitted? 

(eee) Bicycle rider ride on/over continuous line near painted island? 

(fff) Bicycle rider pass/overtake vehicle at pedestrian/children’s crossing? 

(ggg) Motor vehicle enter bicycle storage area showing red light? 

(hhh) Bicycle rider not turn right from far right side of one-way road? 

(iii) Disobey keep left unless overtaking sign-not motor vehicle? 

(jjj) Not turn left from multi-lane road from left lane-not motor vehicle? 

(kkk) Bicycle rider ride on dividing strip? 

(lll) Not stop at stop line at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(mmm) Bicycle rider on left in roundabout not give way to vehicle? 

(nnn) Use wheeled recreational device/toy being towed? 

(ooo) Bicycle rider not turn right from left of centre of road correctly? 

(ppp) Disobey one-way sign - not motor vehicle? 

(qqq) Bicycle rider disobey left turn only sign? 

(rrr) Not keep left of centre two-way road-not motor vehicle? 

(sss) Bicycle rider ride across dividing lines to do U-turn? 

(ttt) Ride bicycle too close to rear of motor vehicle? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(uuu) Bicycle rider not keep left of median strip? 

(vvv) Ride bicycle with passenger not seated on passenger seat? 

(www) Turn right contrary to turn line-not motor vehicle? 

(xxx) Not ride in bicycle lane? 

(yyy) Use wheeled device where speed limit is greater than 50 km/h? 

 

4. As of 12 March 2021, how many people have been fined for each of the following offences in 

2020-2021: 

(a) Rider not wear approved bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(b) Ride bicycle on footpath (16 years or older)? 

(c) Ride bicycle in dark without visible front white light? 

(d) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red light? 

(e) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red light? 

(f) Ride bicycle without working warning device? 

(g) Bicycle rider proceed through red traffic light? 

(h) Bicycle rider not ride on far left side of road? 

(i) Ride bicycle without effective brake? 

(j) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red reflector? 

(k) Passenger not wear bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(l) Bicycle rider disobey no entry sign? 

(m) Ride bicycle negligently? 

(n) Not ride bicycle with at least one hand on handle bars? 

(o) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red arrow? 

(p) Ride bicycle recklessly? 

(q) Bicycle rider not stop before lights at red light? 

(r) Ride bicycle furiously? 

(s) Bicycle rider disobey one-way sign? 

(t) Bicycle rider cross road on marked foot crossing? 

(u) Bicycle rider move into path of driver/pedestrian? 

(v) Use wheeled toy on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(w) Bicycle rider cross road on children's/pedestrian crossing? 

(x) Bicycle rider not stop before stop sign at red light? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(y) Use wheeled device on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(z) Not stop before red bicycle crossing light? 

(aa)  Use wheeled recreational device on road at night? 

(bb) Disobey no bicycles sign/road marking? 

(cc)  Use wheeled recreational device/toy hold onto moving vehicle? 

(dd) Not keep left of dividing line-not motor vehicle? 

(ee)  Not keep to far left when using wheeled device/toy? 

(ff)  Not stop at stop line at red light (not toll booth)-not motor vehicle? 

(gg)  Bicycle rider disobey no right turn sign? 

(hh) Proceed through red traffic light (not motor vehicle)? 

(ii) Bicycle rider not keep left of centre two-way road? 

(jj) Bicycle rider ride contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow? 

(kk) Drive contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow-not motor vehicle? 

(ll) Proceed before allowed (red bicycle crossing light showing)? 

(mm) Unlawfully leave bicycle chained etc. to railway fence etc.? 

(nn) Disobey no entry sign-not motor vehicle? 

(oo) Bicycle rider disobey no left turn sign? 

(pp) Disobey no right turn sign-not motor vehicle? 

(qq) Ride bicycle on pedestrian part of separated footpath? 

(rr) Use wheeled recreational device/toy within 2m of vehicle? 

(ss) Bicycle rider not give way to pedestrian on crossing? 

(tt) Not stop before lights at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(uu) Ride bicycle not seated as prescribed? 

(vv) Bicycle rider not turn left from far left side of road? 

(ww) Drive across dividing lines to do U-turn - not motor vehicle? 

(xx) Use propelled wheeled recreational device on road? 

(yy) Drive on/over continuous line near painted island-not motor vehicle? 

(zz) Bicycle rider turn left contrary to turn line? 

(aaa) Cyclist pass/overtake left of left turning vehicle? 

(bbb) Passenger on bicycle not sit on passenger seat? 

(ccc) Bicycle rider not keep left of oncoming vehicle? 

(ddd) Carry more persons on bicycle than permitted? 

(eee) Bicycle rider ride on/over continuous line near painted island? 

(fff) Bicycle rider pass/overtake vehicle at pedestrian/children’s crossing? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(ggg) Motor vehicle enter bicycle storage area showing red light? 

(hhh) Bicycle rider not turn right from far right side of one-way road? 

(iii) Disobey keep left unless overtaking sign-not motor vehicle? 

(jjj) Not turn left from multi-lane road from left lane-not motor vehicle? 

(kkk) Bicycle rider ride on dividing strip? 

(lll) Not stop at stop line at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(mmm) Bicycle rider on left in roundabout not give way to vehicle? 

(nnn) Use wheeled recreational device/toy being towed? 

(ooo) Bicycle rider not turn right from left of centre of road correctly? 

(ppp) Disobey one-way sign - not motor vehicle? 

(qqq) Bicycle rider disobey left turn only sign? 

(rrr) Not keep left of centre two-way road-not motor vehicle? 

(sss) Bicycle rider ride across dividing lines to do U-turn? 

(ttt) Ride bicycle too close to rear of motor vehicle? 

(uuu) Bicycle rider not keep left of median strip? 

(vvv) Ride bicycle with passenger not seated on passenger seat? 

(www) Turn right contrary to turn line-not motor vehicle? 

(xxx) Not ride in bicycle lane? 

(yyy) Use wheeled device where speed limit is greater than 50 km/h? 

 

5. How many of fines were issued in each local government area in NSW in 2019-2020 for each of 

the following offences: 

(a) Rider not wear approved bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(b) Ride bicycle on footpath (16 years or older)? 

(c) Ride bicycle in dark without visible front white light? 

(d) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red light? 

(e) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red light? 

(f) Ride bicycle without working warning device? 

(g) Bicycle rider proceed through red traffic light? 

(h) Bicycle rider not ride on far left side of road? 

(i) Ride bicycle without effective brake? 

(j) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red reflector? 

(k) Passenger not wear bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(l) Bicycle rider disobey no entry sign? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(m) Ride bicycle negligently? 

(n) Not ride bicycle with at least one hand on handle bars? 

(o) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red arrow? 

(p) Ride bicycle recklessly? 

(q) Bicycle rider not stop before lights at red light? 

(r) Ride bicycle furiously? 

(s) Bicycle rider disobey one-way sign? 

(t) Bicycle rider cross road on marked foot crossing? 

(u) Bicycle rider move into path of driver/pedestrian? 

(v) Use wheeled toy on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(w) Bicycle rider cross road on children's/pedestrian crossing? 

(x) Bicycle rider not stop before stop sign at red light? 

(y) Use wheeled device on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(z) Not stop before red bicycle crossing light? 

(aa) Use wheeled recreational device on road at night? 

(bb) Disobey no bicycles sign/road marking? 

(cc) Use wheeled recreational device/toy hold onto moving vehicle? 

(dd) Not keep left of dividing line-not motor vehicle? 

(ee) Not keep to far left when using wheeled device/toy? 

(ff) Not stop at stop line at red light (not toll booth)-not motor vehicle? 

(gg) Bicycle rider disobey no right turn sign? 

(hh) Proceed through red traffic light (not motor vehicle)? 

(ii) Bicycle rider not keep left of centre two-way road? 

(jj) Bicycle rider ride contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow? 

(kk) Drive contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow-not motor vehicle? 

(ll) Proceed before allowed (red bicycle crossing light showing)? 

(mm) Unlawfully leave bicycle chained etc to railway fence etc? 

(nn) Disobey no entry sign-not motor vehicle? 

(oo) Bicycle rider disobey no left turn sign? 

(pp) Disobey no right turn sign-not motor vehicle? 

(qq) Ride bicycle on pedestrian part of separated footpath? 

(rr) Use wheeled recreational device/toy within 2m of vehicle? 

(ss) Bicycle rider not give way to pedestrian on crossing? 

(tt) Not stop before lights at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(uu) Ride bicycle not seated as prescribed? 

(vv) Bicycle rider not turn left from far left side of road? 

(ww) Drive across dividing lines to do U-turn - not motor vehicle? 

(xx) Use propelled wheeled recreational device on road? 

(yy) Drive on/over continuous line near painted island-not motor vehicle? 

(zz) Bicycle rider turn left contrary to turn line? 

(aaa) Cyclist pass/overtake left of left turning vehicle? 

(bbb) Passenger on bicycle not sit on passenger seat? 

(ccc) Bicycle rider not keep left of oncoming vehicle? 

(ddd) Carry more persons on bicycle than permitted? 

(eee) Bicycle rider ride on/over continuous line near painted island? 

(fff) Bicycle rider pass/overtake vehicle at pedestrian/children’s crossing? 

(ggg) Motor vehicle enter bicycle storage area showing red light? 

(hhh) Bicycle rider not turn right from far right side of one-way road? 

(iii) Disobey keep left unless overtaking sign-not motor vehicle? 

(jjj) Not turn left from multi-lane road from left lane-not motor vehicle? 

(kkk) Bicycle rider ride on dividing strip? 

(lll) Not stop at stop line at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(mmm) Bicycle rider on left in roundabout not give way to vehicle? 

(nnn) Use wheeled recreational device/toy being towed? 

(ooo) Bicycle rider not turn right from left of centre of road correctly? 

(ppp) Disobey one-way sign - not motor vehicle? 

(qqq) Bicycle rider disobey left turn only sign? 

(rrr) Not keep left of centre two-way road-not motor vehicle? 

(sss) Bicycle rider ride across dividing lines to do U-turn? 

(ttt) Ride bicycle too close to rear of motor vehicle? 

(uuu) Bicycle rider not keep left of median strip? 

(vvv) Ride bicycle with passenger not seated on passenger seat? 

(www) Turn right contrary to turn line-not motor vehicle? 

(xxx) Not ride in bicycle lane? 

(yyy) Use wheeled device where speed limit is greater than 50 km/h?  

 

 



Police and Emergency Services 

6. What was the total amount of revenue raised through each of the following offences in 2019-

2020: 

(a) Rider not wear approved bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(b) Ride bicycle on footpath (16 years or older)? 

(c) Ride bicycle in dark without visible front white light? 

(d) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red light? 

(e) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red light? 

(f) Ride bicycle without working warning device? 

(g) Bicycle rider proceed through red traffic light? 

(h) Bicycle rider not ride on far left side of road? 

(i) Ride bicycle without effective brake? 

(j) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red reflector? 

(k) Passenger not wear bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(l) Bicycle rider disobey no entry sign? 

(m) Ride bicycle negligently? 

(n) Not ride bicycle with at least one hand on handle bars? 

(o) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red arrow? 

(p) Ride bicycle recklessly? 

(q) Bicycle rider not stop before lights at red light? 

(r) Ride bicycle furiously? 

(s) Bicycle rider disobey one-way sign? 

(t) Bicycle rider cross road on marked foot crossing? 

(u) Bicycle rider move into path of driver/pedestrian? 

(v) Use wheeled toy on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(w) Bicycle rider cross road on children's/pedestrian crossing? 

(x) Bicycle rider not stop before stop sign at red light? 

(y) Use wheeled device on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(z) Not stop before red bicycle crossing light? 

(aa) Use wheeled recreational device on road at night? 

(bb) Disobey no bicycles sign/road marking? 

(cc) Use wheeled recreational device/toy hold onto moving vehicle? 

(dd) Not keep left of dividing line-not motor vehicle? 

(ee) Not keep to far left when using wheeled device/toy? 

(ff) Not stop at stop line at red light (not toll booth)-not motor vehicle? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(gg) Bicycle rider disobey no right turn sign? 

(hh) Proceed through red traffic light (not motor vehicle)? 

(ii) Bicycle rider not keep left of centre two-way road? 

(jj) Bicycle rider ride contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow? 

(kk) Drive contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow-not motor vehicle? 

(ll) Proceed before allowed (red bicycle crossing light showing)? 

(mm) Unlawfully leave bicycle chained etc. to railway fence etc.? 

(nn) Disobey no entry sign-not motor vehicle? 

(oo) Bicycle rider disobey no left turn sign? 

(pp) Disobey no right turn sign-not motor vehicle? 

(qq) Ride bicycle on pedestrian part of separated footpath? 

(rr) Use wheeled recreational device/toy within 2m of vehicle? 

(ss) Bicycle rider not give way to pedestrian on crossing? 

(tt) Not stop before lights at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(uu) Ride bicycle not seated as prescribed? 

(vv) Bicycle rider not turn left from far left side of road? 

(ww) Drive across dividing lines to do U-turn - not motor vehicle? 

(xx) Use propelled wheeled recreational device on road? 

(yy) Drive on/over continuous line near painted island-not motor vehicle? 

(zz) Bicycle rider turn left contrary to turn line? 

(aaa) Cyclist pass/overtake left of left turning vehicle? 

(bbb) Passenger on bicycle not sit on passenger seat? 

(ccc) Bicycle rider not keep left of oncoming vehicle? 

(ddd) Carry more persons on bicycle than permitted? 

(eee) Bicycle rider ride on/over continuous line near painted island? 

(fff) Bicycle rider pass/overtake vehicle at pedestrian/children’s crossing? 

(ggg) Motor vehicle enter bicycle storage area showing red light? 

(hhh) Bicycle rider not turn right from far right side of one-way road? 

(iii) Disobey keep left unless overtaking sign-not motor vehicle? 

(jjj) Not turn left from multi-lane road from left lane-not motor vehicle? 

(kkk) Bicycle rider ride on dividing strip? 

(lll) Not stop at stop line at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(mmm) Bicycle rider on left in roundabout not give way to vehicle? 

(nnn) Use wheeled recreational device/toy being towed? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(ooo) Bicycle rider not turn right from left of centre of road correctly? 

(ppp) Disobey one-way sign - not motor vehicle? 

(qqq) Bicycle rider disobey left turn only sign? 

(rrr) Not keep left of centre two-way road-not motor vehicle? 

(sss) Bicycle rider ride across dividing lines to do U-turn? 

(ttt) Ride bicycle too close to rear of motor vehicle? 

(uuu) Bicycle rider not keep left of median strip? 

(vvv) Ride bicycle with passenger not seated on passenger seat? 

(www) Turn right contrary to turn line-not motor vehicle? 

(xxx) Not ride in bicycle lane? 

(yyy) Use wheeled device where speed limit is greater than 50 km/h? 

 

7. As of 12 March 2021, what is the total amount of revenue raised through fines for each of the 

following offences in 2020-2021: 

(a) Rider not wear approved bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(b) Ride bicycle on footpath (16 years or older)? 

(c) Ride bicycle in dark without visible front white light? 

(d) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red light? 

(e) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red light? 

(f) Ride bicycle without working warning device? 

(g) Bicycle rider proceed through red traffic light? 

(h) Bicycle rider not ride on far left side of road? 

(i) Ride bicycle without effective brake? 

(j) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red reflector? 

(k) Passenger not wear bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(l) Bicycle rider disobey no entry sign? 

(m) Ride bicycle negligently? 

(n) Not ride bicycle with at least one hand on handle bars? 

(o) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red arrow? 

(p) Ride bicycle recklessly? 

(q) Bicycle rider not stop before lights at red light? 

(r) Ride bicycle furiously? 

(s) Bicycle rider disobey one-way sign? 

(t) Bicycle rider cross road on marked foot crossing? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(u) Bicycle rider move into path of driver/pedestrian? 

(v) Use wheeled toy on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(w) Bicycle rider cross road on children's/pedestrian crossing? 

(x) Bicycle rider not stop before stop sign at red light? 

(y) Use wheeled device on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(z) Not stop before red bicycle crossing light? 

(aa) Use wheeled recreational device on road at night? 

(bb) Disobey no bicycles sign/road marking? 

(cc) Use wheeled recreational device/toy hold onto moving vehicle? 

(dd) Not keep left of dividing line-not motor vehicle? 

(ee) Not keep to far left when using wheeled device/toy? 

(ff) Not stop at stop line at red light (not toll booth)-not motor vehicle? 

(gg) Bicycle rider disobey no right turn sign? 

(hh) Proceed through red traffic light (not motor vehicle)? 

(ii) Bicycle rider not keep left of centre two-way road? 

(jj) Bicycle rider ride contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow? 

(kk) Drive contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow-not motor vehicle? 

(ll) Proceed before allowed (red bicycle crossing light showing)? 

(mm) Unlawfully leave bicycle chained etc to railway fence etc? 

(nn) Disobey no entry sign-not motor vehicle? 

(oo) Bicycle rider disobey no left turn sign? 

(pp) Disobey no right turn sign-not motor vehicle? 

(qq) Ride bicycle on pedestrian part of separated footpath? 

(rr) Use wheeled recreational device/toy within 2m of vehicle? 

(ss) Bicycle rider not give way to pedestrian on crossing? 

(tt) Not stop before lights at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(uu) Ride bicycle not seated as prescribed? 

(vv) Bicycle rider not turn left from far left side of road? 

(ww) Drive across dividing lines to do U-turn - not motor vehicle? 

(xx) Use propelled wheeled recreational device on road? 

(yy) Drive on/over continuous line near painted island-not motor vehicle? 

(zz) Bicycle rider turn left contrary to turn line? 

(aaa) Cyclist pass/overtake left of left turning vehicle? 

(bbb) Passenger on bicycle not sit on passenger seat? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(ccc) Bicycle rider not keep left of oncoming vehicle? 

(ddd) Carry more persons on bicycle than permitted? 

(eee) Bicycle rider ride on/over continuous line near painted island? 

(fff) Bicycle rider pass/overtake vehicle at pedestrian/children’s crossing? 

(ggg) Motor vehicle enter bicycle storage area showing red light? 

(hhh) Bicycle rider not turn right from far right side of one-way road? 

(iii) Disobey keep left unless overtaking sign-not motor vehicle? 

(jjj) Not turn left from multi-lane road from left lane-not motor vehicle? 

(kkk) Bicycle rider ride on dividing strip? 

(lll) Not stop at stop line at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(mmm) Bicycle rider on left in roundabout not give way to vehicle? 

(nnn) Use wheeled recreational device/toy being towed? 

(ooo) Bicycle rider not turn right from left of centre of road correctly? 

(ppp) Disobey one-way sign - not motor vehicle? 

(qqq) Bicycle rider disobey left turn only sign? 

(rrr) Not keep left of centre two-way road-not motor vehicle? 

(sss) Bicycle rider ride across dividing lines to do U-turn? 

(ttt) Ride bicycle too close to rear of motor vehicle? 

(uuu) Bicycle rider not keep left of median strip? 

(vvv) Ride bicycle with passenger not seated on passenger seat? 

(www) Turn right contrary to turn line-not motor vehicle? 

(xxx) Not ride in bicycle lane? 

(yyy) Use wheeled device where speed limit is greater than 50 km/h? 

 

8. What was the total amount of revenue raised through fining riders for each of the following 

offences in each local government area in NSW in 2019-2020: 

(a) Rider not wear approved bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(b) Ride bicycle on footpath (16 years or older)? 

(c) Ride bicycle in dark without visible front white light? 

(d) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red light? 

(e) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red light? 

(f) Ride bicycle without working warning device? 

(g) Bicycle rider proceed through red traffic light? 

(h) Bicycle rider not ride on far left side of road? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(i) Ride bicycle without effective brake? 

(j) Ride bicycle in dark without visible rear red reflector? 

(k) Passenger not wear bicycle helmet/fitted/fastened? 

(l) Bicycle rider disobey no entry sign? 

(m) Ride bicycle negligently? 

(n) Not ride bicycle with at least one hand on handle bars? 

(o) Bicycle rider not stop at stop line at red arrow? 

(p) Ride bicycle recklessly? 

(q) Bicycle rider not stop before lights at red light? 

(r) Ride bicycle furiously? 

(s) Bicycle rider disobey one-way sign? 

(t) Bicycle rider cross road on marked foot crossing? 

(u) Bicycle rider move into path of driver/pedestrian? 

(v) Use wheeled toy on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(w) Bicycle rider cross road on children's/pedestrian crossing? 

(x) Bicycle rider not stop before stop sign at red light? 

(y) Use wheeled device on road with dividing line/median strip? 

(z) Not stop before red bicycle crossing light? 

(aa) Use wheeled recreational device on road at night? 

(bb) Disobey no bicycles sign/road marking? 

(cc) Use wheeled recreational device/toy hold onto moving vehicle? 

(dd) Not keep left of dividing line-not motor vehicle? 

(ee) Not keep to far left when using wheeled device/toy? 

(ff) Not stop at stop line at red light (not toll booth)-not motor vehicle? 

(gg) Bicycle rider disobey no right turn sign? 

(hh) Proceed through red traffic light (not motor vehicle)? 

(ii) Bicycle rider not keep left of centre two-way road? 

(jj) Bicycle rider ride contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow? 

(kk) Drive contrary to direction of traffic lane arrow-not motor vehicle? 

(ll) Proceed before allowed (red bicycle crossing light showing)? 

(mm) Unlawfully leave bicycle chained etc to railway fence etc? 

(nn) Disobey no entry sign-not motor vehicle? 

(oo) Bicycle rider disobey no left turn sign? 

(pp) Disobey no right turn sign-not motor vehicle? 



Police and Emergency Services 

(qq) Ride bicycle on pedestrian part of separated footpath? 

(rr) Use wheeled recreational device/toy within 2m of vehicle? 

(ss) Bicycle rider not give way to pedestrian on crossing? 

(tt) Not stop before lights at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(uu) Ride bicycle not seated as prescribed? 

(vv) Bicycle rider not turn left from far left side of road? 

(ww) Drive across dividing lines to do U-turn - not motor vehicle? 

(xx) Use propelled wheeled recreational device on road? 

(yy) Drive on/over continuous line near painted island-not motor vehicle? 

(zz) Bicycle rider turn left contrary to turn line? 

(aaa) Cyclist pass/overtake left of left turning vehicle? 

(bbb) Passenger on bicycle not sit on passenger seat? 

(ccc) Bicycle rider not keep left of oncoming vehicle? 

(ddd) Carry more persons on bicycle than permitted? 

(eee) Bicycle rider ride on/over continuous line near painted island? 

(fff) Bicycle rider pass/overtake vehicle at pedestrian/children’s crossing? 

(ggg) Motor vehicle enter bicycle storage area showing red light? 

(hhh) Bicycle rider not turn right from far right side of one-way road? 

(iii) Disobey keep left unless overtaking sign-not motor vehicle? 

(jjj) Not turn left from multi-lane road from left lane-not motor vehicle? 

(kkk) Bicycle rider ride on dividing strip? 

(lll) Not stop at stop line at red arrow (not motor vehicle)? 

(mmm) Bicycle rider on left in roundabout not give way to vehicle? 

(nnn) Use wheeled recreational device/toy being towed? 

(ooo) Bicycle rider not turn right from left of centre of road correctly? 

(ppp) Disobey one-way sign - not motor vehicle? 

(qqq) Bicycle rider disobey left turn only sign? 

(rrr) Not keep left of centre two-way road-not motor vehicle? 

(sss) Bicycle rider ride across dividing lines to do U-turn? 

(ttt) Ride bicycle too close to rear of motor vehicle? 

(uuu) Bicycle rider not keep left of median strip? 

(vvv) Ride bicycle with passenger not seated on passenger seat? 

(www) Turn right contrary to turn line-not motor vehicle? 

(xxx) Not ride in bicycle lane? 
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(yyy) Use wheeled device where speed limit is greater than 50 km/h? 

 

9. What was the total number of fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles 

offences in 2019-2020?  

10. What was the total revenue raised by fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles 

offences in 2019-2020?  

11. As of 12 March 2021, what are the total number of fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-

motor vehicles offences in this financial year?  

12. As of 12 March 2021, what is the total revenue raised by fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and 

non-motor vehicles offences in this financial year?  

13. How many fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles offences in 2019-2020 

were contested by recipients of fines?  

14. How many fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles offences in 2019-2020 

were waived after being contested by recipients of fines?  

15. What is the total value of the fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles 

offences in 2019-2020 that were waived after being contested by recipients of fines? 

16. As of 12 March 2021, how many fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles 

offences have been contested by recipients of fines in this financial year?  

17. As of 12 March 2021, how many fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-motor vehicles 

offences have been waived after being contested by recipients of fines in this financial year?  

18. As of 12 March 2021, what is the total value of the fines issued for bicycle, wheeled toy and non-

motor vehicles offences that were waived after being contested by recipients of fines in this 

financial year? 

 

Electric Scooters and Personal Mobility Devices 

19. How many people were fined for riding an electric scooter or personal mobility device in 2019-

2020? 

20. As of 12 March 2021, how many people have been fined for riding an electric scooter or personal 

mobility device in 2020-2021? 

21. How many of these fines were issued in each local government area in NSW in 2019-2020?  
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22. What was the total amount of revenue raised through fining riders of electric scooters and 

personal mobility devices in 2019-2020? 

23. As of 12 March 2021, what is the total amount of revenue raised through fining riders of electric 

scooters and personal mobility devices in 2020-2021?  

24. What was the total amount of revenue raised through fining riders of electric scooters and 

personal mobility devices in each local government area in NSW in 2019-2020?  

 

Jaywalking fines 

25. How many people were fined for jaywalking in 2019-2020? 

26. As of 12 March 2021, how many people have been fined for jaywalking in 2020-2021? 

27. How many of these fines were issued in each local government area in NSW in 2019-2020?  

28. What was the total amount of revenue raised through jaywalking fines in 2019-2020? 

29. As of 12 March 2021, what is the total amount of revenue raised through jaywalking fines in 

2020-2021?  

30. What was the total amount of revenue raised through jaywalking fines in each local government 

area in NSW in 2019-2020?  

 

Minimum Distance Passing Laws 

31. How many people were fined for failing to adhere to the minimum distance passing law in 2019-

2020? 

32. As of 12 March 2021, how many people have been fined for adhere to the minimum distance 

passing law in 2020-2021? 

33. How many of these fines were issued in each local government area in NSW in 2019-2020?  

34. What was the total amount of revenue raised through fining motorists for failing to adhere to the 

minimum distance passing law in 2019-2020? 

35. As of 12 March 2021, what is the total amount of revenue raised through fining fining motorists 

for failing to adhere to the minimum distance passing law in 2020-2021?  

36. What was the total amount of revenue raised through fining motorists for failing to adhere to the 

minimum distance passing law in NSW in 2019-2020?  
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NSW Police Investigation into Historical Rape Allegation 

37. With respect to the NSW Police’s response to Question 5 of the questions that were taken on 

notice on 12 March 2021, did the complainant ask to provide a formal statement over the 

telephone or via video (noting that, though NSW Police indicate that this possibility was 

discussed, it was not clear whether the complainant had made this request)? 

38. How many times did NSW Police make an unsuccessful attempt to contact the complainant via 

telephone?  

39. How many times did the complainant make an unsuccessful attempt to contact NSW Police via 

telephone? 

40. How long was the summary email provided by the AFP to NSW Police on 25 February 2021? 

41. What did the summary email provided by the AFP to NSW Police on 25 February 2021 say?  

(a) Could a copy of the email, with any necessary redactions to protect personal privacy, be 

provided to the Committee? 

42. Given that the NSW Police would have known, based on public reports, that the complainant’s 

friends had written a lengthy letter to the Prime Minister, did they request NSW Police request a 

copy of the letter from the AFP? 

(a) If not, why not? 

43. Given that the NSW Police would have known, based on public reports, that the complainant’s 

friends had provided the Prime Minister with a lengthy statement authored by the complainant, 

did NSW Police request a copy of that statement from the AFP? 

(a) If not, why not?  

44. After the AFP provided NSW Police with the summary email on 25 February 2021, what 

communication was there between the AFP and NSW Police in relation to the allegation against 

the Commonwealth Attorney-General?  

(a) Please provide details of every communication (including date and mode of 

communication and what was discussed or what information was exchanged). 

45. Noting that NSW Police ultimately concluded on 2 March 2021 that were was insufficient 

admissible evidence to proceed with an investigation, on what basis was NSW Police satisfied 
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that the material provided by the complainant’s friends to the Prime Minister did not include 

admissible evidence? 

46. Given that NSW Police had contact with the sister and a friend of the complainant, and also 

received an 88 page document authored by the complainant, after the complainant took her own 

life, why didn’t NSW Police interview Mr Porter at this stage?  

47. NSW Police has indicated that it discontinued its investigation into the allegation against the 

Commonwealth Attorney-General after the complainant said she did not wish to proceed with 

the investigation in June 2020. NSW Police has also indicated that it was in regular contact with 

South Australia Police up until September 2020, and spoke to the complainant’s sister and friend 

and received an 88 page dossier regarding the matter after the complainant’s death. Why did 

NSW Police continue to take this action after the investigation was closed?  

(a) What was the status of the NSW Police investigation from the date of the complainant’s 

death to September 2020? 

 

Water Tanker Relocations 

48. Commissioner Baxter stated in Budget Estimates that the proposal to move water tankers is only 

a draft proposal at this stage but we have heard differently from the boots on the ground. Will 

the Blue Mountains and the Central Coast lose water tankers after the official end of the 2020/21 

bushfire season? 

 

SES 

49. In Budget Estimates, Commissioner York made the distinction between “out of date” Flood 

Management Plans and Flood Management Plans that “have passed their review date.” When can 

we expect all Flood Management Plans to be up to date? 

50. We have been told that the SES have no standard operational procedures, no equipment on the 

chainsaw trucks, no adequate First Aid and no trauma kits. We hear executive management say 

‘do not bring documents with any risks outlined in writing’ to meetings; that they are operating 

from 2012 documents. 

(a) Have you been informed of this? 

(b) What have you done/ are you doing about it? 
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Oran Park Fire Station 

51. Minister, on the Channel 9 news on 25th February you stated that the construction of Oran Park 

fire station “will commence imminently” and that you “expect it to be finished within the next 

two years.” During Budget Estimates you responded that the station will be built in “due course.” 

When will the community of Oran Park receive their fire station? 

(a) When will construction commence? 

(b) What contractors have been assigned to the building of Oran Park fire station? 

52. What is the anticipated cost of building and staffing a station at Oran Park? 

(a) When will this money appear in the State Budget? 

53. What is the average response times to incidents at Oran Park? 

 

 

Regional Resources 

54. Wodonga in Victoria is upgrading to 2 fully staffed stations in a city with a population of 45,000. 

Wagga Wagga, the state’s largest inland city of just over 65,000  has only one fully staffed 24 hour 

appliance at Turvey Park station and  it’s 20 years old. The other appliances in the city, a pumper 

and a tanker at Turvey Park are taken offline when staffing falls below safe levels, as is the 

pumper at Wagga Wagga Station, which is also an on-call HAZMAT support vehicle. The region 

has no full time professional HAZMAT technicians. Can you comment on this unacceptable 

situation for those living in the Wagga Wagga region? 

 

 

Funding 

55. Proportionally in 2018/2019, NSW fire organisations spent $173 per person in NSW, compared 

to $276 in Victoria and $290 in Tasmania and $208 in both the ACT and NT last year. What is 

the current spend per person in the state of NSW? 

(a) Can you provide documentation to support this? 

56. The RFS received over $50 million in fundraising donations. Has that freed up funding that 

would ordinarily go from Treasury to the RFS that could be spent instead on Fire and Rescue 

NSW? 
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Covid-19 

57. What considerations were made by the NSW Government in planning for the 2020/2021 

bushfire season, given we were in the midst of a global pandemic?  

(a) Was the NSW Government ready to cope with a bushfire crisis and a health crisis all at 

once? 

(b) How did you plan to communicate COVID safe plans for evacuation to the community? 

(c) Presumably you had material at the ready for a community information campaign? Can 

we have access to that material? 

 

Fire & Rescue NSW Stations 

58. How many fire stations does FRNSW have? 

59. Is FRNSW comfortable with the state of its stations? 

60. Does FRNSW believe it is completing enough station upgrades each year? 

61. How many stations have adequate change rooms/ showers/ toilet amenities for both men and 

women? 

(a) Do workers get changes in inappropriate rooms, such as cleaning cupboards or offices? 

62. How many stations have satisfactory clean and dirty areas? 

63. How many stations have suitable engine bay ventilation systems? 

64. Does FRNSW have a list of stations with urgent upgrade needs and if so, can a copy be 

provided? 

65. How much funding has been requested from the Minister to complete all necessary station 

upgrades? 

 

Call Rates 

66. How does FRNSW measure the amount of calls it receives per financial year as reported in the 

annual report? 

67. Is it not a more accurate reflection of FRNSW’s workload to assess the number of times an 

appliance is activated in a financial year? 
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68. Is it not true that only reporting the number of “attended” incidents severely underrepresents the 

workload of FRNSW? 

69. How does FRNSW measure and report on the work they do? For example if 10 appliances 

attend an incident, is that recorded as ten responses or one?  

(a) If FRNSW reported all incidents they are turned out to and activated to attend would the 

work reported be higher? 

(b) Would you agree that the number of actual responses by all FRNSW appliances is 15 – 

50% higher than the number reported in the annual report for ‘primary responses’? 

(c) Is FRNSW underreporting the work it does? 

 

70. Are strike team deployments reported in the numbers of incidents attended by FRNSW? If not 

why not?  

71. Why does the FRNSW annual report no longer report call rates for each individual station? Is 

this an attempt to minimise scrutiny on call rates for individual stations? 

 

Employees 

72. Minister, for each department, agency, State-owned corporation or other body, and for each 

division of those bodies, if any, in your portfolio: 

(a) What is the gender pay gap, both generally and across those employees in SEB or SEB-

equivalent bands? 

(b) What is the highest remuneration for female employees– both generally and for 

SEB/SEB-equivalent employees?  

(c) What is the lowest pay received by female employees – both generally and for SEB/SEB-

equivalent employees?  

(d) What is the average remuneration received by female employees – both generally and for 

SEB/SEB-equivalent employees?  

(e) What is the highest remuneration for male employees– both generally and for SEB/SEB-

equivalent employees?  

(f) What is the lowest pay received by male employees – both generally and for SEB/SEB-

equivalent employees?  
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(g) What is the average remuneration received by male employees – both generally and for 

SEB/SEB-equivalent employees?  

(h) How many female and how many male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees are there?  

(i) What is the highest number of direct reports to female SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees? 

(j) What is the lowest number of direct reports to female SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(k) What is the average number of direct reports to female SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees?  

(l) What is the highest number of direct reports to male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(m) What is the lowest number of direct reports to male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(n) What is the average number of direct reports to male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(o) What is the highest number of staff managed by female SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees? 

(p) What is the lowest number of number of staff managed by female SEB or SEB-

equivalent employees?  

(q) What is the average number of number of staff managed by female SEB or SEB-

equivalent employees? 

(r) What is the highest number of staff managed by male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(s) What is the lowest number of number of staff managed by male SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees?  

(t) What is the average number of number of staff managed by male SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees? 

(u) In providing answers to questions (a) to (t), please provide the information for each SEB 

band or band equivalent. 

(v) What steps are you taking to eliminate the gender pay gap? 

(w) What timeframe have you set to eliminate the gender pay gap? 
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73. Cluster Secretary- for each department, agency, State-owned corporation or other body, and for 

each division of those bodies, if any, in your Cluster: 

(a) What is the gender pay gap, both generally and across those employees in SEB or SEB-

equivalent bands? 

(b) What is the highest remuneration for female employees– both generally and for 

SEB/SEB-equivalent employees?  

(c) What is the lowest pay received by female employees – both generally and for SEB/SEB-

equivalent employees?  

(d) What is the average remuneration received by female employees – both generally and for 

SEB/SEB-equivalent employees?  

(e) What is the highest remuneration for male employees– both generally and for SEB/SEB-

equivalent employees?  

(f) What is the lowest pay received by male employees – both generally and for SEB/SEB-

equivalent employees?  

(g) What is the average remuneration received by male employees – both generally and for 

SEB/SEB-equivalent employees?  

(h) How many female and how many male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees are there?  

(i) What is the highest number of direct reports to female SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees? 

(j) What is the lowest number of direct reports to female SEB or SEB-equivalent employees? 

(k) What is the average number of direct reports to female SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees?  

(l) What is the highest number of direct reports to male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(m) What is the lowest number of direct reports to male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(n) What is the average number of direct reports to male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(o) What is the highest number of staff managed by female SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees? 

(p) What is the lowest number of number of staff managed by female SEB or SEB-

equivalent employees?  
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(q) What is the average number of number of staff managed by female SEB or SEB-

equivalent employees? 

(r) What is the highest number of staff managed by male SEB or SEB-equivalent employees?  

(s) What is the lowest number of number of staff managed by male SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees?  

(t) What is the average number of number of staff managed by male SEB or SEB-equivalent 

employees? 

(u) In providing answers to questions (a) to (t), please provide the information for each SEB 

band or band equivalent. 

(v) What steps are you taking to eliminate the gender pay gap? 

(w) What timeframe have you set to eliminate the gender pay gap? 
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Questions from the Hon Robert Borsak MLC 

Safe Shooting Program  

74. Funding for the Safe Shooting Program was curtailed two years ago. 

(a) Do you intend to start funding this program again?  

(b) Do you think club compliance with the Firearms Registry’s requirements are 

compromised by this lack of funding? 

 

Firearms Registry - Internal reviews 

75. When will the following 13 Internal Reviews (number 2-14)  requested by the clients of lawyer 

Mr Stephen Mainstone be finalised?  

          

 

Firearms Licence Suspensions 

76. Is it correct that Commanders of all Police Area Commands and Police Districts have been 

issued an instruction to provide firearm licence holders, whose licence is suspended and firearms 

are seized following alleged domestic incidents, with written advice that they may collect their 

firearms and licence after 28 days?  

(a) Did all Commanders receive that instruction? 

(b) Has the instruction to provide licence holders with written instruction on when they may 

retrieve their firearms and licence, been implemented?   
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 Prohibited Weapons (Silencer) Permits  

77. How many applications for Prohibited Weapons (Silencer) Permits did the NSW Firearms 

Registry receive for the Recreational/Sporting Purposes genuine reason over the following 

periods:  

(a) 1 January 2018 - 31 December 2018 

(b) 1 January 2019 - 31 December 2019 

(c) 1 January 2020 – 31 December 2020 

(d) 1 January 2021 – 1 March 2021. 

 

78. How many applications for Prohibited Weapons (Silencer) Permits did the NSW Firearms 

Registry receive for the Business/Employment Purposes genuine reason over the following 

periods:  

(a) 1 January 2018 - 31 December 2018 

(b) 1 January 2019 - 31 December 2019 

(c) 1 January 2020 – 31 December 2020 

(d) 1 January 2021 – 1 March 2021. 

 

79. For applications made under the Recreational/Sporting Purposes and Business/ Employment 

Purposes genuine reasons, how many applications were approved/rejected over the following 

time periods:  

(a) 1 January 2018 - 31 December 2018 

(b) 1 January 2019 - 31 December 2019 

(c) 1 January 2020 – 31 December 2020 

(d) 1 January 2021 – 1 March 2021. 

 

80. Have any Prohibited Weapon (Silencer) permit holders been charged with any criminal offence 

involving a silencer?  

(a) How many in:   

i. 2015? 

ii. 2016? 

iii. 2017? 

iv. 2018? 
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v. 2019? 

vi. 2020?   

 

State Emergency Service   

81. Is the Minister aware that the personal details of long-serving SES volunteer Mr Peter Chambers, 

including his training history, attendance records, long service records, commendations and 

awards, between1982 to 2000 were lost by the NSW State Emergency Service?  

(a) What measures have been put in place to ensure SES volunteer’s personal records are 

never lost again?   

(b) Will the Commissioner make a formal written apology to Mr Chambers? 

 

 

 

 

 


